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Visually controlled matching
of pattern movement
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Subjectswere asked to match the speeds of two moving random-dot patterns seen through cir-
cularapertures. The speed ofone pattern that moved horizontally toward the right of acomputer
screen changed continuously. The speed ofthis pattern represented the target. It was tobe matched
with the speed of the second pattern, which moved in the opposite direction. The subject con-
trolled the speed of the second pattern by means of an isometric joystick. The distancebetween
the apertures on the screen as well as the subject’s distance from the screen served as experimental
parameters. In this way, the effects of both spatial and temporal transients of pattern speed on
human tracking performance were studied. To avoid anticipation by the subject, the amplitude
and the frequencyof the target pattern speed changed pseudorandomly. The accuracy withwhich
the subject performed the matching task was influenced by the mean pattern speed and the pa-
rameters of the visual field. Within lower velocity ranges, the subject’s sensitivity to the instan-
taneous speed differences varied according to Weber’s law. The cross-correlation of the velocity
time courses decreased when the mean speed of the target pattern was increased. Two stimulus
parameters had a strong influence on the modulation of the correlation value: (1) the angular
size of the stimulus on the retina and (2) the retinal eccentricity of the stimulus.

In many situations, humans must perform visually
guided navigation tasks. While steering a car or an air-
craft, or just while walking around, the moving observer
relies heavily on visual information, such as the distance
and speed ofapproaching obstacles, which can be accessed
through the visual image flow. This has been described
most impressively by Gibson (1950). Briefly, one can say
that the image flow is defined by both spatial and tem-
poral gradients in the light distribution projected onto the
retina. Psychophysical literature contains many sensitiv-
ity measurements relating to each parameter of the im-
age flow. Precise data obtained from laboratory experi-
ments, however, typically concern single flow parameters
in isolation and are therefore not a realistic representa-
tion of the natural situation. Knowledge of an observer’s
sensitivity to an isolated parameter tells us something
about the amount of information that can be accessed
under optimum perceptual conditions. However, it does
not reveal much about the importance of this information
in practice. One of the major disadvantages of psycho-
physical experiments is that, in general, they neglect one
of Gibson’s most important tenets. He pointed out that
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perception should not be considered as a purely passive
process in the sense of simply collecting a set of stimuli
that represent the external world. Nearly all percepts that
humans experience in the course of a day are interactively
enabled by activemovements that they make. On the other
hand, these movements are most often initiated and con-
trolled by sensory information. Therefore, we regarded
it as a challenge to investigate human sensitivity to optic
flow parameters in experiments designed to simulate nat-
ural navigation tasks.

Using very different experimental approaches, several
authors (De Bruyn & Orban, 1988; McKee, 1981; McKee
& Nakayama, 1984; Nakayama, 1981) have described a
broad range of aspects of differential motion hyperacuity,
which can be quantified by a Weber ratio of around 0.05
when the stimulus has an optimum signal-to-noise ratio.
Others (van Doom & Koenderink, 1982, 1983) have fo-
cused attention on velocity resolution, described in terms
of tuning distances between hypothetical elementary
movement detectors in the two-dimensional velocity
space. To access the latter parameter, they made use of
an experimental paradigm based on the measurement of
signal-to-noise ratio thresholds for the discrimination be-
tween pattern velocities. Like other authors (McKee,
1981; Nakayama, 1981), van Doom and Koenderink
found a behavior corresponding to Weber’s law. How-
ever, the sensitivity to speed transients that they measured
with their technique was much lower. They found a Weber
ratio ranging between 0.62±0.14(van Doom & Koen-
derink, 1983) and 1.0 (van Doom & Koenderink, 1982)
for the detection of different kindsof relative movement.

Rogers and Graham (1979) showed that it is possible
to extract precise depth information from movement paral-
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laxés. They found a high sensitivity (around 2%) to slight
velocity differences between moving dot patterns whose
speeds were modulated by small variations in depth. The
extraction of depth from movement parallaxes is one of
the main perceptual problems that have to be solved in
navigation tasks. However, the absolute value of human
sensitivity to velocity transients depends strongly on the
experimental conditions—as a consequence, so does the
depth information available from a parallax field evoked
by egomotion. Therefore, the question that we ask is: To
what extent can we use our high-velocity sensitivity to
perform a dynamical control task? With our technique,
for the perception of velocity differences, we obtain a We-
ber ratio that is specific for such a task and that can be
compared with data from threshold discrimination exper-
iments. In this way, we will be able to estimate which
of those visual field parameters that (according to exist-
ing experimental evidence) determine human velocity sen-
sitivity impose perceptual limitations upon real-time navi-
gation tasks.

It is our aim to restrict the parameters that influence
the tracking performance to those that are relevant for vi-
sion. Therefore, we eliminate sources of mechanical filter-
ing as far as possible. In the experiments, we vary sev-
eral parameters of the visual field, such as the retinal
eccentricity of the center of the stimulating areas and the
angular extent of these areas. Under each condition, the
subjects conduct the task for a range of velocities. The
dynamical properties of the target signal, however, never
change. We calculate the cross-correlation between the
target signalgenerated by the computer and the subject’s
response signal, which is the speed of the pattern to be
matched. After compensation for the response delay, we
calculate the meanof the modulus amplitude differences
between target and response signal and divide it by the
mean target velocity in order to obtain a Weber fraction.

METHOD

Subjects
Two subjects participated in all experiments: author R.W., male

and aged31, and D.T., male and aged26. Both were myopes, with
corrected-to-normal vision. When the stimulus was projected onto
extra fovea! positions, care was taken to avoid overlapofblind spot
and stimuli. Both subjects were highly trained for the task.

Spatiotemporal Properties of the Stimulus
The stimulus was displayed within two circular “apertures” on

a CRT screen. Throughone of the apertures, the subject could see
a pattern whose velocity was controlled exclusively by the com-
puter and which, in the sequel, we will refer to as the target pat-
tern. Through the other aperture, the subject could see the pattern
that he controlled. We will call this the tracking pattern. These two
areas were positioned at variable horizontal distances to the right
and to the left of a small mark that the subject fixated while per-
forming the task (Figure 1).

Eachpattern consisted of apseudorandom distribution of bright
pixels on a dark background; 25% of the pixels were white, 75%
were black. Before the onsetof an experimental trial, each pattern
was stored in a computer frame buffer, a circular part of which
was mapped on the screen. The impression of continuous move-

Figure 1. Schematic representation of thestimulus. Two indepen-
dent frame buffers, each containingarandom distribution of white
pixels, are shifted relative to the screen. The shifts are of indepen-
dent speed and in opposite directions. Subjects view eact of the mov-
ing frames through a separate aperture. The displacement of the
patterns resembles the movementof acontinuous ribbon behind the
screen (see top schema). The subject’s task is to control the speed
of thepattern seen through the left aperture (symbolized by the short
arrows in thebottom schema)such that it matches the speed of the
pattern to the right (symbolized by long arrows), which is controlled
by a random process.

ment could be evoked by periodically displacing the dot pattern
slightly. In principle, this process resembled the movement of a
dot pattern printed on a continuous ribbon, with the subject’s view
partly obscured by a screen containing two circular windows.

The speed of the target patternvaried within an adjustable range
in an essentially nonpredictable way. This was achieved by using
special noise functions to generate the varying velocities of the tar-
get pattern. An experimental trial consisted of 10 sampling sessions,
each based on stimulation with a different noise function. These
noise functions had equivalent spectral properties. Such a function
resulted from summing several sinusoidal functions with identical
amplitudes and randomly chosen phase positions. The domain of
the noise function’s values was then scaled to the adjustedvelocity
range. In this way, we obtained stimuli with Gaussian-distributed
velocities that were nonpredictable. Under all experimental condi-
tions, the same set of 10 noise functions was used to generate the
target pattern velocity. The order of the 10 stimulus functions in
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the course of an experimental trial was determined by a pseudo-
random selection procedure.

The range ofvelocities within which the movementof the target
pattern varied during a sampling period contained at least 10 dis-
crete steps, where one step was the number of pixels per frame
interval. The number of steps increasedwith the upper limit ofthe
velocity range, which was a parameter.

The patternvelocities were generated by scaling each noisefunc-
tion to the rangebetween zero and the adjustable maximum screen
velocity. The mean screen velocity of a single sample was about
half the adjusted maximum speed. The mean speeds of the single
samplesdiffered slightly from each other, whereas thevelocity range
was constant in all sampling sessions that represented oneexperimen-
ml condition. For each experimentalcondition therewere three trials,
each based on the same set of 10 stimulus noise functions. Theve-
locity range whichcorresponded to oneexperimentalcondition was
represented by the mean of the 10 samples. Hence, a parameter
value, i~,of about 10°/secmean retinal velocity represented 10 target
speed samples, each of whichranged between 0°/secand 20°/sec
angular speed.

To obtain a mean velocity lower than 5 pixels per frame inter-
val, a given pattern position was displayed unchanged in several
successiveframes. To avoidachange in the number of sample points
(2,000 for one sampling period), theduration of such a sample was
increased. At mean velocities above 5 pixels per frame interval,
a sampling interval lasted 56 sec and the shift rate was 35.7 Hz.
At a lower mean velocity, the sample duration was 112 sec and
the pattern shifted at a rate of 17.8 Hz.

At the lower shift rate of 21.7 Hz, the subjects could perceive
that themovementwas stroboscopic rather than continuous, although
a vivid visual movement was reported in all cases.

Experimental Setup
During an experiment, the subject sat in a dentist’s chair. The

back of his head rested against a head support to prevent the sub-
ject from changing the distance betweenthe head and the screen.
The arms rested on armsupports. Only hand or fingers were used
to manipulate the joystick. The stimuli were generatedby an Atari
Mega ST computerequipped with ablitter chip and were displayed
on an Atari SM 12470 Hz monochrome monitor with aresolution
of 64.0x400 pixels on a screenarea of 13.6 x21.7 cm. The mean
luminance of the stimulus area was adjusted to about 0.2 cd/m2.
Otherwise, the room was completely dark. The distance between
thescreenandthesubject’s eyeswasadjusted to 23, 50, or 72.5 cm.

The subject manipulated thespeed ofthe tracking pattern by twist-
ing aspecially developed isometric (force-sensitive)joystick about
its axis. The joystick was mounted upright at the end of the right
arm support.

The task of the subject was to match the quasirandomly varying
speed of the target pattern with the speed of the tracking pattern
so that symmetrical divergence movement could be perceived.

In order to reduce side effects due to lowpass filtering of hand
and fingers (see Results section), the force that had to be applied
to the joystick was made independentof the mean speed. This was
done by linearly increasing the amplificationfactor that transformed
theoutput signal ofthejoystick into thespeed ofthe tracking pattern.

Smaller field sizes were achieved by stepwise increase of theview-
ing distance between subject and screen. In this way, the number
of pixels per stimulus arearemained unchanged, while thenumber
of pixels per solid angle as well as the angular size of the individ-
ual pixels changed. We made surethat changes in thevisible pixel
density had no effect on the performance of the task.

When the distance betweensubject and screen was large (50 or
72.5 cm), a secondcomputer monitor was used for stimulation at
nonfoveal eccentricities. In these cases, an LED, installed at the
corresponding distance, was used as a fixation mark.

Data Evaluation
In pursuit tracking tasks, the subject’s stimulus sensitivity is in-

dicatedby theprecision with which heor she is able to compensate
for the deviation between the target and the tracking signal. In our
experiment, these signals were transformed into corresponding pat-
tern speeds. If the subject has access to small signal deviations,
the time track of the speed of the tracking pattern will resemble
very much the oneof the target pattern. If the subject’s sensitivity
is low, andhe/she can react only to large speeddeviations, the sim-
ilarity between the signals will be much lower. The resemblance
of signals is mathematically described by the cross-correlation,
which is a function of the delay of the subject’s reaction. There-
fore, we characterize the performance of the subject by calculating
the first order maximum of the cross-correlation function for the
time track of the target pattern velocity on the one hand and that
time track of the target pattern velocity on the one hand and that
of the tracking pattern on the other hand. From

~V~ik[Vra(tj) — i~ga1LVe,(t1+~ttk)—

we obtain thecross-correlation coefficient R~(~ttk)as a function of
the time shift l~tk= k& between the two velocity time courses.
Here, i~tdenotes the interframe interval, whereas Vi,,, a~0,are the
velocity andthe standard deviation ofthe target patternand vt,, aV,r

are the velocity and standard deviation of the tracking pattern. The
parameterN denotes the size of the sample and i the index of the
sample time t. We define the first order maximum R~’ofRv(~tk)as

R?: = R~(r0)= max{R
0
(~tk)},

where ~tk < 1 sec, since for both subjects r
0

always occurs within
the first secondof an experimental trial (see Figure 2). With this
definition, the response delay r

0
is given as the time shift between

the two velocity time courses for whichthegiven maximum condi-
tion holds. The first ordermaximum of thecross-correlation of the
pattern acceleration R is defined in an analogous way. Thus, for
one set of 10 time samples, each based on a different stimulating
velocity function, one obtains 10 values of first order maxima of
the cross-correlation. We calculate the average of the 10 values.
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Figure 2. InItial time sequenceof the cross-correlation functions
of the target andtracking patternvelocity. A data pointrepresent-
ing R ~‘(seetext) was obtainedby averaging thefirst order maxima
of 10 samples, each of whichwasbased on adifferent target signal.
The target signals differed from each other only with respect to their
phase spectrum. Although thefirst orderpeaks of the curves were
spread alongthe time axis, they always lay within the initial 1-sec
interval.
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Each experimental trial is repeated three times on different days,
and the mean of this R~triple is presented as a single data point
in the following sections.

RESULTS

Influence of the Statistical Properties
of the Speed Modulation

It is intuitively clear that it is easier to match highly
regular variations in the target speed (e.g., sinusoidal
changes) than it is to match variations that are consider-
ably irregular. To determine the amount of signal ir-
regularity, which can be considered to be suitable for our
experiments, we first want to demonstrate the effect of
this nonvisual parameter on the correlation value. The
degree of predictability of the target signal is determined
by the highest frequency component in the amplitude spec-
trum of the stimulus noise function. However, while in-
vestigating the influence of pattern velocity, stimulus size,
and retinal eccentricity, we kept this parameter constant.

Figure 3a shows how R~and R~depend on the tem-
poral frequency of the velocity modulation when the tar-
get pattern speed is varied sinusoidally. In all situations,
the mean retinal velocity is about 15°/sec.Within the
range of the lower signal frequencies shown here (up to
around 0.75 Hz), R?remains nearly constant whereas R
increases with frequency until it has reached the level of
R~’,which is close to maximum. Under the condition of
pure sinusoidal stimulation, the signal is completely pre-
dictable. After a very short initial period, the subjects are
able to adapt to the frequency such that they track the peri-
odically changing patternvelocity with no, or sometimes
even with negative, delay. At higher frequencies (above
1 Hz), distortions of the responsesignal lead to lowercor-
relations because the motor system behaves like a low-
pass filter (for an introduction to human tracking skills,
see Poulton, 1974). At very low frequencies, the tremor
in the motor system leads to a strong degradation of the
correlation in the second temporal derivative of the pat-
tern’s position (Ri’ below 0.25 Hz; see Figure 3a). The
situation changes dramatically if the velocity of the tar-
get pattern is determined by a noise function. In Fig-
ure 3b, both R~and R are shown as a function of the
highest frequency component contained in the stimulat-
ing signal. With increasing cutoff frequency, R~’decreases
whereas R increases initially and then stays at a constant
level. This can be interpreted as follows: the more the
long-term predictability of the changing pattern velocity
decreases due to the number of superimposed higherhar-
monic components, the more difficult the tracking task
becomes (see also Poulton, 1974). At the same time, it
seems that, at least at higher frequencies, the subject’s
ability to detect the polarity in the changing pattern move-
ment (i.e., whether the target pattern is accelerating or
decelerating) is not lost.

In the experiments that we describe below, we selected
the frequency spectra of the pattern-speed-generating
noise function, which had an upper cutoff frequency of
0.702 Hz. With this frequencycomposition, the predict-
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Figure 3. (a) The values of R~(L~)and R(A) are plotted against
the frequency of a pure hannonic oscillation of the target pattern
speed. Above a frequency of around 0.75 Hz, both values decrease.
The R ~‘ curve shows the characteristic of a lowpass filter, whereas
theR.~curveresembles that of a bandpass filter. In (b) the value on
the horizontal axis indicates the highest frequency component of the
amplitude spectrumof the function generating the target speed. On
the vertical axis, the correlation is again shown. The intersection of
the two curves is close to the frequency of 0.702 Hz, which is the
highest frequency component of the stimulus functions used in the
other experiments.

ability of the stimulus is low enough to ensure that the
task is under visualcontrol. Furthermore, this frequency
composition has the advantage that both R~and R are
at an intermediate level, which, depending on the sub-
ject’s sensitivity to the specific visual parameters, allows
both values to change by the same amount on the corre-
lation scale. At that position in the diagram, the spectrum
consists of26 equally spaced frequency components, rang-
ing from 0.027 to 0.702 Hz.

The Influence of the Field Size
Figures 4a—4c (Subject R.W.) and 4d-4f (Subject D.T.)

show the change of R~with increasing mean velocity of
the target pattern when stimulus positions were at differ-
ent horizontaleccentricities. Each of the diagrams shows
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the results obtained with three different field sizes (3.1°,
4.6°,and 9.9°of angular extent). In all figures, the ver-
tical bars indicate the standard deviations of three mea-
surements under identical experimental conditions. Fig-
ure 4 shows that both subjects performed less efficiently
when the average speed was increased. In all cases, after
reaching a maximum at rather low retinal velocities, R~
decreased monotonously. However, the position of the
maximum and the slope with which R~decreased de-
pended on the size of the stimulated areas. This observa-
tion holds for both subjects.

The only interindividual difference is that the overall
performance of Subject D.T. was slightly better. This dif-
ference in performance seems to be the same under all
conditions.

To obtain an idea of how R~can be used to compare
performances under different conditions, we show in Fig-
ure 5 the time courses of the speed of target and tracking
pattern for Subject R.W. (Figure Sa, eccentricity = 13.6°,
field size = 9.9°;Figure Sb, eccentricity = 13.6°,field
size = 3.1°). The response to the same noise functions
is shown inboth situations. The mean retinal pattern speed
is also about the same. The corresponding data points in
Figure 4c are marked with arrows (R~’= 0.4 at field size
9.9°,and R~= 0.1 at field size 3.1°).The time tracks
are plotted in such a way that the subject’s reaction, which
is delayed by T

0
, is compensated by a shift of the track-

ing pattern with respect to the target pattern. This means
that the relativeposition of the two tracks shown in Fig-
ures Sa and Sb is the one that resulted in the maximum
value of the cross-correlation function R~!’(see Method
section).

In Figure Sc, the time tracks of the differences between
the target and tracking pattern speeds are plotted together.
One can see that the tracking precision is higher in the
case of the larger field size. Furthermore, under these con-
ditions, overshoots are mostly followed by an immediate
corrective action. This results in oscillation frequencies
in the response signal that are not present in the target
signal (for the remnant in human tracking performance,
see Poulton, 1974). On the other hand, when the field size
is small, deviations between target and tracking speed are
corrected only when they are fairly large. This explains
why the amplitudes of the tracking signal are much higher
than those of the target signal. The net effect obtained by
averaging the difference signal appears to be stronger in
the case shown in Figure Sb. It can be seen, however,
that it is not only the decreased sensitivity to the velocity
difference due to a reduced stimulus size that expresses
itself in the difference signal. The signal oscillations
caused by corrective steering actions under the condition
of good stimulus visibility show that the subject’s strategy
also contributes to the difference signal.

We try to quantify the precision of the speed tracking
in terms of visual sensitivity to the parameter. If we re-
late the mean retinal speed difference between the target
and tracking pattern (i.e., the integrated time course of
the difference signal—such as the one shown in Fig-
ure Sc—divided by the duration of a trial) to the mean
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Figure 5. (a and b) Parts of the time tracks of the computer-
generated target pattern (continuous line) and of the tracking pat-
tern generated by Subject R.W. (broken lines). The time courses of
the tracking patterns are shiftedto the left by the subject’s delay time
r,, (see text for explanation). The eccentricity of the stimulus is 13.6°.
The field sizes are (a) 9.9°and (b) 3.1°.The time track of the veloc-
ity difference of the curves in (a)—continuous line—and (b)—broken
line—is shown in (c).

retinal speed of the target pattern, we obtain the follow-
ing expression of W? for the subject’s speed sensitivity
in the given task:

=
vta

where k is the sample index for which ~ = r0, and where
the duration of the trial is expressed by the sample length N.
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/ ~‘ 1
1[v~(t~)Vjr(tj +i~t~)]

2

= N

is the root mean square (rms) velocity difference for the
time shift &,. Thus, W~is defined in a way similar to
the Weber fraction characterizing the velocity sensitivity
measured in psychophysical experiments.

In Figure 6a (Subject R.W., field size = 8°)and Fig-
ure 6b (Subject D.T., field size = 8°),W~’isshown for
three eccentricities. The W~’valuesagain are the average
of three measurements. On the basis of Figure 6 and cor-
responding data at other eccentricities (not shown here),
it appears that the values of W~obtained with different
field sizes coincided as long as the target pattern velocity
was low. We pooled all data of one diagram and made
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Figure 6. W~isplotted against the mean velocity. The symbols
represent thefollowing field sizes: 3.1°~ 4.6°(0), and 9~90 (~)

The dashed lines indicate the Linear regression of the four lowest
W~valuesof all curves presented in onediagram. (a) Subject R.W.
(b)Subject D.T.

a linear fit after discarding the two uppermost values of
each curve. The regressions are indicated by the dashed
lines in Figures 6a and 6b. We found a regression coeffi-
cient of 0.54 for Subject R.W. and of 0.55 for Sub-
ject D.T. The extent of the velocity range within which
the data lie close to the regression lines differs with the
field size. For small field diameters, the curves start to
deviate from the dashed lines at a low velocity. At larger
field diameters, the linear range is extended tohigher ve-
locities. The linear increase in the velocity difference cor-
responds fairly well to Weber’s law. The velocity range
for which this applies, however, appears to be restricted
by the size of the stimulus.

The Influence of the Eccentricity
Figure 7 shows R~’versusthe retinal eccentricity of the

stimulus position as a parameter rather than the stimulus
size (same data as in Figure 4). The latter is constant in
each of the plots. At the low velocities, correlation de-
pends on the eccentricity. At higher mean velocities, the
curves do not differ significantly. As a tendency in some
cases, the position of the maximum of each curve shifts
to higher velocities with increasing eccentricity, whereas
the magnitude of the maximum correlation decreases with
increasing eccentricity. Thus, the optimum speed resolu-
tion appears to lie at higher mean velocities when the stim-
ulus position on the retina is more peripheral. The sensi-
tivity to these higher velocities, however, does not exceed
the sensitivity to these same velocities when presented at
central foveal positions. The effect is diminished at larger
field sizes. This can be understood at least partly from
the fact that the retinal position is not so sharply local-
ized in these cases. One can say that, within the given
range, the influence of the eccentricity on the task per-
formance is much weaker than that of the field size.

The shift of the correlation maxima to higher veloci-
ties with increasing eccentricity is more obvious in the
time courses of the accelerations of the target and track-
ing pattern (Figure 8; field size = 3.1°,Subject R.W.).
At high velocities, the R values increase with eccentric-
ity, whereas, at low velocities, they tend to become lower
the more eccentric the stimulus is. This means that at
higher patternvelocities the changes in pattern speed be-
come more synchronized when the stimulation is eccen-
tric whereas, at low velocities, this is the case for central
stimulation.

DISCUSSION

The Effect of Stimulus Size
One of the remarkable features of the curves in Fig-

ure 4 is that, at all field sizes, the decrease in correlation
is linear within a certain range. From this we can draw
some conclusions concerning minimum conditions for the
detection of a given velocity. First, we use Figure 4 to
estimate the threshold performance, where R~’canbe said
to be high enough to represent some task performance.
In Figures 4a and 4<1, we chose R~= 0.2 as a threshold
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Figure 8. Ris plotted against the mean stimulus velocity. The
symbols represent different eccentrIcities:3.1°(ta), 4•50 (A), 8.0°
(0), and 13.6°(.). With Increasing eccentricity, theposition of the
maximum shifts to a higher mean veLocity. Subject R.W.

Figure 9 shows, for both subjects and all eccentricities,
the corresponding threshold velocities as a function of the
field sizes. The velocities at a given field size lie very
close to each other. We conclude from this that the data
are invariant with respect to the eccentricity, so all data
can be pooled. As an approximation, we fitted a straight
line to the data. The slope of this line has the dimension
of inverse time. This time can be interpreted as a critical
time, T~(0.2)= D/[i~(R~= 0.2)]. This is the minimum
period of time for which a pattern that moves with mean
velocity ~(R~’= 0.2) has tobe visible in the field of width
D in order to evoke a threshold velocity percept. At this
threshold, the accessible information is just sufficient for
the subject to perform the task with the observed mini-
mum correlation of 0.2. T~(0.2)is about 0.23 sec forSub-
ject R.W. and about 0.29 sec for Subject D.T.

The stroboscopic nature of the patterndisplacement sets
a theoretical limit on the possibility to perceive the pat-
tern as moving. This limit is given by the pixel shiftdis-
tance, which is equal to the fielddiameter. For larger dis-
tances, any visible point of one frame is completely
uncorrelated withany point of the preceding frame. This
maximum distanceconcerns only those points that really
move along the horizontal meridian line of the stimulus
area. For all points, traveling along other lines this max-
imum distance is, of course, shorter. But there is also a
physiological reason why one expects this maximum dis-
placement distance to be much shorter than the field
diameter. To obtain sufficient noise immunity, several dis-
placement correlations have to be sampled either in par-
allel or during a time sequence. It has previously been
shown by van de Grind, van Doorn, and Koenderink
(1983) that a minimum number of consecutive displace-
ments of individual points is needed to achieve a percept

of coherent movement. This number is more or less fixed
for a given subject. Van de Grind et al. report a displace-
ment limit for fast motion detection given by the ratio D/q,
where D is the field diameter and q is the minimum num-
ber of successive frames that contain pixels that can be
correlated. The minimum number of displacements isob-
mined by dividing the time constant T~(0.2),which is in-
dependent of eccentricity, and field size by the time in-
terval L~rbetween two frame shifts. It was 8.2 steps for
Subject R.W. and 10.3 steps for Subject D.T., which—
for a stimulus width of 3.1°—resultedin 22.3’ and 18.1’
of arc, respectively. This is close to the data presented
by van de Grind et al.
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Figure 9. The cutoff valuesof themean velocIty for which an ar-
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ject R.W.) and 3.29 (Subject D.T.), result in a critical time con-
stant T~(0.2)of 0.23 and 0.29 mc, respectively.
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In conclusion, the less efficient task performance at
higher velocities was very probably due to a reduced ve-
locity percept. The velocity range for which we found a
significant performance was limited primarily by the size
of the stimulated retinal area. We can assume that the
range within which W~corresponds to Weber’s law is
limited by the lower and upper threshold for velocity de-
tection. The velocities of the hands of a watch, for exam-
ple, cannot be discriminated because both are below the
lower threshold, whereas, above the upper threshold,
everything looks blurred. That this upper threshold is de-
pendent on the stimulus field size can be seen from the
data in Figure 6, where the points at the highest mean
velocities presented at a given field size start to deviate
from straight lines.

General Remarks
We described an experiment in which single parame-

ters of the visual field, which determine human sensitiv-
ity to differential motion, canbe varied in isolation while
others are kept constant. Besides the spatial and temporal
gradient in the velocity field, we should mention at least
two other important parameters of the optic flow—the an-
gular size ofthe visible part of the surrounding scene and
its position in the visual field. In situations where vehi-
cles have to be controlled, the angular size and location
of the stimulus in the visual field are determined mostly
by the design of the windscreen. To ensure that our results
concerning the influence of these parameters on velocity
detection are of any relevance for natural navigation tasks
(e.g., car driving or flying an aircraft, etc.), we resorted
to a dynamical tracking technique. It is known from thresh-
old discrimination experiments (Koenderink, van Doorn,
& van de Grind, 1985; McKee & Nakayama, 1984;
van de Grind et al., 1983) that the angularextent as well
as the eccentricity of the stimulated area on the retina are
parameters that play a critical role for the determination
of visual velocity sensitivity. Since the sensitivity is supris-
ingly high under certain conditions, the question arises
whether limiting factors still are of any influence or
whether the experimental conditions are based on dynam-
ical speed discriminationrather than on discrimination be-
tween discrete instantaneously presented stimuli. We
regard the dynamic aspect of our discrimination task to
be the crucial condition that makes the experiment a rea-
sonable representation of real-time navigation tasks. Our
data prove to be comparable to those ofother reports about
visual sensitivity to moving patterns (van Doorn & Koen-
derink, 1982). Over a broad range of varying parame-
ters, we found a Weber ratio of around 0.55 for the dy-
namic control of differential speed.

The range over which the sensitivity corresponds to
Weber’s law is restricted by an upper velocity cutoff,
which is field-size dependent. This is in agreement with
the results of Koenderink et al. (1985), who found that,
above a retinal stimulus velocity ofabout 20°/sec,the abil-
ity to segregate parts of the visual field on the basis of
velocity transients is limited by the width of the stimulus

field in the direction of the movement. Wefind that a pixel
that travels through an aperturehas tobe visible, on aver-
age, for a minimum time interval, T0, in order to evoke
an impressionofcoherent movement sufficient toperform
the task described. This time interval is independent of
the field size (see Figure 9). If one considers the shift rate
of the stimulus, this constant time interval is equivalent
to the minimum number of pixel displacements necessary
to detect the velocity at the field-size-dependent cutoff
value. Such a minimum number of pixels, which at least
has to be correlated to perceive coherent movement, has
also been reported by van de Grind et al. (1983). These
authors interpreted this observation in terms of a mini-
mum condition for temporal sampling of the given ve-
locity that ensures sufficient noise immunity in order to
perceive the velocity. Introducing a threshold performance
by means of a saturation level of the correlation value en-
ables us to reproduce this minimum condition for speed
resolution with our approach.

The delay time r0 of the subject’s response was typi-
cally between 0.3 and 0.5 sec (see Figure 2). A slight in-
crease of r

0
(up to maximum 0.8 sec) was only observed

when the correlation was near the threshold value of about
0.2. The value of r0 is determinedprimarily by the degree
of predictability of the stimulus. If mechanical delay can
be avoided, the special layout of the tracking task seems
to be of minor importance for the performance level. Con-
cerning an experiment in which a light source that moved
pseudorandomly on a rail in one dimension had to be
tracked, van der Meulen (1989) reported a delay of about
250-300 msec. However, the stimulus functions he used
contained only seven harmonic components and the sub-
jects had to make real arm movements. For the tracking
of pseudorandomly moving targets with the eye, typical
delay times are 125 msec for the smooth pursuit system
(Robinson, 1965; Westheimer, l954a) and 200 msec for
the saccadic system (Stark, Vossins, & Young, 1962;
Westheimer, 1954b).

Within the range of retinal positions that we studied,
we are not able to demonstrate clearly that the stimulus
eccentricity influences the tracking performance. A small
effect, however, can be seen in Figures 7a and 7b, which
show the finest resolution of the eccentricity influence
(stimulus field size = 3.1°). Wefound that, for bothsub-
jects, the mean velocity of about 10°/seccould be resolved
equally well at all eccentricities, whereas lower veloci-
ties could be sufficiently resolved only at rather central
stimulus locations.

With regard to the synchronization of the subject’s
tracking actions with the changing stimulus speed, the in-
tersection of the curves in Figure 8 shows that it is only
at a central stimulus location that the low-velocity reso-
lution is sufficient to achieve higher correlations of the
acceleration signals. At higher velocities, the timing of
decelaration and acceleration is somewhat better when the
stimulus is viewed more eccentrically. This might be an
indication for a peripheral specialization for the detection
of accelerating targets. This could be of special use for
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solving more complex navigation tasks than the one we
described in this paper.

The experimental procedure is suitable for establish-
ing a link between psychophysics and visually guided con-
trol tasks that occur in daily situations. It provides a tool
to judge how far implications of psychophysical data ob-
tained under optimal perceptual conditions impose criti-
cal constraints for practical tasks.
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The Governing Board of the Psychonomic Society is pleased to announce that Robert C. Bolles
has agreed to serve as the first Historian of the Society.

All members who might have information relevant to this undertaking are invited to send it
directly to Dr. Bolles. Founding members and those who attended the early meetings are espe-
cially encouraged to record their reminiscences. While Dr. Bolles hopes to collect as much infor-
mation as possible relevant to the history of the Society, he will concentrate first on the early history.

Dr. Bolles’s address is Department of Psychology, University of Washington, Seattle, Washing-
ton 98195 (phone: 206-543-2631).


